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ABSTRACT Ship tracking provides crucial on-site microscopic kinematic traffic information which benefits
maritime traffic flow analysis, ship safety enhancement, traffic control, etc., and thus has attracted consider-
able research attentions in the maritime surveillance community. Conventional ship tracking methods yield
satisfied results by exploring distinct visual ship features in maritime images, which may fail when the target
ship is partially or fully sheltered by obstacles (e.g., ships, waves, etc.) in maritime videos. To overcome the
difficulty, we propose an augmented ship tracking framework via the kernelized correlation filter (KCF)
and curve fitting algorithm. First, the KCF model is introduced to track ships in the consecutive maritime
images and obtain raw ship trajectory dataset. Second, the data anomaly detection and rectification procedure
are implemented to rectify the contaminated ship positions. For the purpose of performance evaluation,
we implement the proposed framework and another three popular ship tracking models on the four typical
ship occlusion videos. The experimental results show that our proposed framework successfully tracks
ships in maritime video clips with high accuracy (i.e., the average root mean square error (RMSE), root
mean square percentage error (RMSPE), mean absolute deviation (MAD) and mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE) are less than 10), which significantly outperforms the other popular ship trackers.

INDEX TERMS Smart ship, curve fitting, kernelized correlation filter, visual ship tracking, ship occlusion.

I. INTRODUCTION
Smart ship will revolutionize the maritime shipping industry
in the next decade due to the advantages of reducing ship crew
risk at sea (as less crewwill be deployed on-board), enhancing
maritime traffic efficiency, etc. Visual ship tracking task pro-
vides fundamental information for helping smart ship make
intelligent sailing decisions, and many studies have been con-
ducted for the purpose of tackling ship tracking challenges
via maritime video data. Previous academic studies suggest
that visual ship tracking workflow consists of generative and
discriminant models [1]. More specifically, the generative
based model works in a similar logic as that of the template
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matching method. The generative relevant models determine
ship positions by considering the region in the image which
is quite similar to the input training samples. The genera-
tive models may fail to fully exploit background informa-
tion in maritime images, and thus the model performance
may be severely degraded under heavy background inter-
ference situations (caused by neighboring ship occlusion,
water waves, etc.).

Discriminant-logic based models are proposed to mitigate
the generative model weakness, which has shown great
success in the ship tracking community. The discriminant
relevant models extract unique ship features by learning
from both positive and negative training samples, which
are then employed to identify ship positions in the testing
ship image sequences [2]. Teng et al. employed two random
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measurement matrices to extract complementary ship feature
sets to accurately track ships in the inland waterway surveil-
lance videos [3]. Chen et al. proposed a robust ship tracking
framework by combining multi-view and sparse represen-
tation algorithms [4]. Zhao et al. developed a robust ship
tracking model by adaptively fusing the Camshift algorithm
and structural sparse appearance features [5]. Correlation fil-
tering based tracking frameworks, the newly emerging branch
for the discriminant models, show satisfied performance
(i.e., track ship at high accuracy and speed) in the manner
of determining the maximum responses between the image
candidate region and the training ship samples. Bolme et al.
proposed an adaptive correlation filter for accomplishing the
visual ship tracking task by transforming the initial ship
image sequences into frequency domain [6]. Matos et al.
combined an adaptive correlation filter with local re-detection
features to obtain high-fidelity ship positions [7]. Similar
researches can also be found in [8]–[12].

Many researchers introduced deep learning frameworks
to enhance the discriminant relevant model performance
[13]–[17]. Leclerc et al., proposed a ResNet architecture
to recognize ship types for the purpose of robust track-
ing ships in maritime images [18]. Li et al., developed a
spatial-temporal regularized correlation filter to address the
issue of unwanted boundary effect when implementing visual
tracking tasks (e.g., ship tracking) [19]. Considering the
complexity and uncertainty of maritime traffic situations,
the visual ship tracking task faces several bottlenecks, which
are required to be addressed before entering the smart ship
era [19]–[21]. The typical visual ship tracking difficulties
are summarized as follows. First, ship occlusion (i.e., ship
is sheltered by neighboring ships, waves, etc.) challenge is
commonly observed in maritime images, which may severely
degrade conventional ship tracker performance due to a few
features from target ship can be exploited. Second, previous
studies mainly focus on obtaining meaningful ship features
from maritime surveillance images, and thus we may fail to
obtain satisfied ship tracking performance when the target
ship is in small imaging size (due to the difficulty of extract-
ing informative ship features). Third, the coupled tracking
challenge of occlusion and small size (i.e., the target ship is in
small size and occluded by neighboring ships) is anticipated
to be addressed, considering that the challenge is common in
demanding ship tracking scenarios.

The KCF framework is a newly developed object tracking
model, which can successfully track target by fully exploring
intrinsic features from both of the true training samples
(i.e., positive dataset) and background-interfered samples
(i.e., negative dataset) [22]. The KCF model is considered
as one of the potential models for obtaining accurate ship
tracking results for smart ship. It is noted that the KCF
tracking performance strongly relies on the visual ship fea-
tures, and thus may fail in the ship-occlusion tracking sit-
uations. To address the issue, we propose an augmented
ship tracking model to obtain robust ship tracking perfor-
mance under varied ship occlusion situations. The framework

includes two steps, which are obtaining raw ship tracking
positions and position outlier removal. We have tested our
model performance on four maritime video clips involving
typical ship occlusion challenges. The remainder of the paper
is organized as follows: section II introduces the proposed
ship tracking framework in detail. Section III describes the
ship dataset, tracking goodness measurement, and the exper-
imental results. Section IV briefly concludes the research and
illustrates potential research directions.

II. METHODOLGY
The proposed ship tracking framework (i.e., kernelized
correlation filter via curve-fitting which is abbreviated as
KCFC) is shown in Fig. 1, which includes ship tracking and
ship position outlier correctness. More specifically, the raw
ship positions in maritime images are collected with the KCF
tracker. After that, we implement an outlier denoise procedure
to suppress the ship anomalies and estimate positions in the
ship occlusion image sequences with the curve fitting model.
The above two steps are illustrated in detail in the following
sections.

A. SHIP TRACKING WITH KCF MODEL
The KCF model employs the cross-correlation criterion to
determine correlation similarities between the ground truth
ship sample (i.e., manually labeled ship region in maritime
image) and the candidate samples, and the ship tracking result
with the maximum similarity value is reckoned as the ship
tracking result [22]. More specifically, the trained KCF ship
tracker distinguishes the target ship by obtaining the max-
imum stimulus response between the ship training sample
(i.e., ground truth ship position in previous frame) and the
current ship frame. The training ship dataset (to be fed into the
KCF model) is automatically updated with the newly tracked
ship position, which serves as a ship training template in
the following maritime frames. The KCF algorithm for ship
tracking is briefly introduced in the following section, and
more details are suggested to refer to [23].

The input ship training images and labels are manually
marked out in the maritime video clips, which are denoted
as (pm, qm) with parameter m representing the image and
label index. The ship tracker f(p) is iteratively trained for the
purpose of minimizing the model regularization error, and the
tracker f(p) is represented as the optimal solution for the linear
regression problem in (1). According to the rule in previous
studies [22], the optimal solution for the (1) can be obtained
by minimizing the distance between the training ship sample
and ship candidates in the neighboring ship frames, which is
reformulated as (2). The closed form solution is considered
as one of the optimal solutions for (2), which is shown in the
form of (3). The input ship training patterns are mapped into
feature spaceφ(pm), which is represented by the kernel h. The
minimal solution for (2) is considered as a linear combination
of the input ship training data, and we determine the max-
imum response of the KCF model by the (4). The optimal
solution for the KCF tracker in both the linear and nonlinear
situations is re-formulated as (5). Motivated by the studies in
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FIGURE 1. Schematic view of the proposed ship tracker.

FIGURE 2. Illustration of a cyclic matrix for obtaining cyclic-shifted ship samples.

[24], [25], we can obtain a closed form solution for the KCF
tracking algorithm which is shown in (6).

f(p) = < s, p > +c (1)

min
∑

m
L(f (pm) , qm)2 + λ ‖s‖2 (2)

s = (pTp+ λI)
−1

pTq (3)

s =
∑

m
αmφ(pm) (4)

f (p) =
∑

m
αmh(p,pm) (5)

α = (H+ λI)−1q (6)

where the operator 〈·, ·〉 is a dot production, and s is consid-
ered as a linear combination of the inputs. The parameter λ
determines the regularization level of the trained classifier,
and the L(f (pm) , qm)2 is a loss function used for training the
ship tracker. The parameter H is a kernel matrix consisting of
a set of kernels h, and I is an identity matrix. The parameters
p and q comprise of pm and qm, respectively, while the vector
α represents the optimal solution for the ship tracker.
To enhance the KCF tracker generalization capability,

we employ a cyclic-shift mechanism to generate additional
training ship samples (see Fig. 2.). After determining the
ground truth ship position in the training maritime image

(which is called the base sample), the cyclic-shift mechanism
is introduced to collect ship training samples by iteratively
sampling on the ship base sample. More specifically, we use
the cosine windows to sample on the initial ship position
(i.e., the ground truth) in the training maritime frame, and
thus obtain many cyclic-shift training samples. The basic per-
mutation matrix used for obtaining cyclic-shift ship samples
frommaritime images (denoted as a 1× n dimensional vector
b = [b1, b2, b3, · · · ,bn]) is shown as (7). We can obtain the
circulant kernel matrix C(b) by cyclically shifting the vector
b, which indeed provides us sufficient samples for training
robust KCF tracker (see (8)). The C(b) can be transformed
into diagonal matrix after discrete Fourier transformation
(see (9)), where F is the discrete Fourier transform
matrix. The input ship training samples (see (3) and (4))
can be obtained by integrated (10), where ∗ means the
complex-conjugate and � is the element-wise product.

mp =


0 0
1 0
0 1

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

0 1
0 0
0 0

...
...

. . . ...
...

0 0 · · · 1 0

 (7)
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C (b) =


b1 b2
bn b1
bn−1 bn

b3
b2
b1

· · · bn
· · · bn−1
· · · bn−2

...
...

... . . .
...

b2 b3 b4 · · · b1

 (8)

C (b) = Fdiag(b̂)FH (9)

ŝ =
p̂∗�q̂

p̂∗�p̂+ λ
(10)

Previous studies suggest that finding the optimal solution
in the temporal-spatial domain is time consuming for deter-
mining the maximal response between training ship samples
and candidates [22]. To reduce the computation complexity,
Gray et al. proposed to transform the training data and opera-
tors (ship candidates, circulant matrices, etc.) into frequency
domain with the diagonalized Discrete Fourier Transform
method [26]. Thus, the operations (multiplication, transpo-
sition, inversion, etc.) used for finding the maximal response
can be easily implemented in pixel-wise on each training (and
testing) maritime image, which is only conducted on half
of the frame due to information redundancy of diagonalized
Discrete Fourier Transform.

We define a compact vector 0 (see (11)) for the purpose
of efficiently finding an optimal solution for the (6), which
is re-formulated into (12). In that manner, the KCF model
determines the potential ship area (i.e., ship position) in each
of the maritime images by obtaining the maximum response
between the trained model and the to-be-tracked image. More
specifically, the KCF model considers the image area with
minimal value in (2) as the ship tracking result, and the final
ship tracking result in current ship image is shown as (13).

0m = 0(p,C(b)m) (11)

α = F−1(
F

F (C)+ λ
) (12)

q′ =
∑

m
αm0(p,C(b)m) (13)

where 0m is a compact representation of kernel matrix C(b),
and the division operator is implemented in element-wise, q′

is the tracked ship position in current maritime frame.

B. SHIP TRACKING OUTLIER REMOVAL
WITH CURVE FITTING ALGORITHM
The main weakness of tracking ships from maritime images
with KCF model is that ships may be sheltered by obstacle
ships moving in neighboring waterway channel, resulting in
that target ship features are severely contaminated by obsta-
cles (i.e., the KCF extracted ship features actually belong
to neighboring ships), and thus leading to obvious tracking
outliers. To alleviate the disadvantage, an outlier denoise
procedure is implemented by firstly identifying data outlier,
and then the curve fitting mechanism is introduced to esti-
mate ship positions in the ship-occlusion image sequences
according to non-occlusion ship data.

Note that ship motions at short time interval are supposed
to be consistent, and thus the ship kinematic data do not

change significantly in neighbouring frames. Following the
assumption, we set up the group constraints in (14) to deter-
mine outliers in the raw ship tracking data. We also manually
check ship tracking outliers by mapping ship positions into
the corresponding ship images.

1dis (x)≥ σ
1dis(y) ≥ τ
1angle(x) ≥ η
1angle(y) ≥ µ

(14)

where 1dis (x) is ship displacement in neighboring frames
in the x-axis, and 1dis (y) is the ship displacement between
neighboring frames in the y-axis. The parameters 1angle(x)
and1angle(y) present ship sailing direction variation magni-
tude in x and y-axis, respectively. The thresholds for identi-
fying data outlier in each equation are represented as σ , τ , η
and µ, respectively.

By detecting outliers in the raw ship positions, the curve
fitting model is implemented to suppress ship tracking
anomalies by reconstructing ship trajectories in the ship-
occlusion images. More specifically, the tracked ship posi-
tions in the non-occlusion image sequences are selected as
the training data for the purpose of fine-tuning curve fitting
model. Previous studies suggest that the trained curve fitting
model is expected to find the minimum loss function for
the (15) [27]. After that, we can estimate ship positions in the
ship-occlusion images by applying the curve fitting model on
the ship data series in the x and y-axis, respectively.

min
∑k

i=1
(yc(i)−ŷc(i))

2
+ (xc(i)−x̂c(i))2 (15)

where (xc(i), yc(i)) is the tracked ship coordinate set in x and
y-axis in the ith frame, and (x̂c(i), ŷc(i)) is the predicted ship
position in the same frame, and k is the ship frame number.

C. FITTING GOODNESS MEASUREMENTS
To evaluate our proposed ship tracker performance, we
compare the tracked ship positions with ground truth posi-
tions (which are manually marked by our group mem-
bers). According to the rules in previous studies [4], [17],
we employ four statistical indicators (i.e., root mean square
error (RMSE), root mean square percentage error (RMSPE),
mean absolute deviation (MAD), mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE)) to quantify ship tracker performance. Note
that each ship is presented in the form of a rectangle, both of
the tracked and the ground truth positions are denoted by their
center points (i.e., intersection point (IP) of each rectangle’s
diagonals). We evaluate tracker performance with Euclidean
distance between the center points. More specifically, for
a given ship video with m-frames, we employ S (x, y) to
represent the ground truth IP coordinates, and L (x, y) for the
ship tracking results. The offset between the two positions
is obtained by calculating the Euclidean distance between
L (x, y) and S (x, y) (see (16) to (18)). Thus, the RMSE,
RMSPE, MAD and MAPE statistical values are obtained
through (19) to (23). Smaller values for the four statistical
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TABLE 1. Detailed information for the collected ship video clips.

indicators show better tracking performance (i.e., closer to
the ground truth ship positions), and vice versa.

Mt (x) = (St (x)− Lt (x))2 (16)

Mt (y) = (St (y)− Lt (y))2 (17)

Mt (S (x, y) ,L (x, y))

=
√
Mt (x)+Mt (y) (18)

M =

∑m
t=1Mt (S (x, y) ,L (x, y))

m
(19)

RMSE =

√∑m
t=1 |Mt (S (x, y) ,L (x, y))−M|

2

m
(20)

RMSPE =

√√√√ 1
m

∑m

t=1

∣∣∣∣∣Mt (S (x, y) ,L (x, y))−M
Mt (S (x, y) ,L (x, y))

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(21)

MAD =

∑m
t=1

∣∣Mt (S (x, y) ,L (x, y))−M
∣∣

m
(22)

MAPE =
1
m

∑m

t=1

∣∣∣∣∣Mt (S (x, y) ,L (x, y))−M
Mt (S (x, y) ,L (x, y))

∣∣∣∣∣ (23)

where Mt (x) represents the distance between points S (x, y)
and L (x, y) on the x-axis at frame t. The symbol m is the
frame number. The St (x) and Lt (x) are the corresponding
x-coordinates. The above rule is applicable to the parameters
Mt (y), St (y) and Lt (y). The Euclidean distance between
L (x, y) and S (x, y) is represented as Mt (S (x, y) ,L (x, y)),
and parameter M shows the average Euclidean distance.

III. EXPERIMENTS
We have implemented our proposed KCFC tracker on the
four collected ship videos. Another three popular ship track-
ing algorithms (i.e., KCF [22], mean-shift tracker [4] and
scale adaptive with multiple features (abbreviated as SAMF)
tracker [21]) were tested on the same ship videos for the
purpose of model performance comparison. The ship tracking
experiments were conducted on the Windows 10 OS with an
Intel Core I7-4710 HQCPU@ 3.50GHz processor and RAM
is 8G. TheGPUversion is NVIDIAGeForceGTX850Mwith
2Gmemory. The four ship tracking modes were implemented
on Matlab 2016 version.

A. DATA
For the purpose of shooting maritime videos, we installed
several surveillance cameras on-board and from the on-shore
buildings (i.e., ship keel, bridge, administrative building
of maritime safety administration) near Shanghai Port,
Shanghai, China. After carefully checking the collected video
set, we found the maritime videos are easily interfered by
additional imaging challenges (e.g., camera vibration, limited
camera coverage). To mitigate such interferences (which are
beyond our research focus in the current study), we care-
fully selected the four empirical ship videos from initial
collected videos, where two videos were shot by the coastal
building borne cameras and the remaining two by ship-borne
camera. More specifically, the four ship-occlusion video
clips are selected from the dataset to evaluate the proposed
ship tracking model, which are denoted as video #1, video
#2, video #3 and video #4. The video #1 aims for testing
our model performance when the target ship is in small-
imaging size, and the ship in neighboring waterway channel
(i.e., the overlapping ship) is in large size. The video #1 length
is 35 s, and the image resolution is 1280 × 720. The video
#2 was collected by the same conditions as those of video #1
(i.e., same frame rate, resolution, weather condition, camera
positions, shooting angle, etc.). The length of video #2 is
37 s, and both the target and obstacle ships are in large-
size. The third video clip was shot by a ship-borne camera
(the camera is installed on ship stem) when the ship was
sailing near Shanghai port waterways. The video #3 contains
990 frames which were taken at 30 frame-per-second, and the
image resolution is 1980 × 1080. The fourth video was shot
within mist weather condition, which was captured by ship-
borne camera as well. The video #4 length is 21 second and
the frame rate is 30 fps with image resolution 1280 × 720.
More detailed information for the collected ship-occlusion
videos are shown in table 1, and some ship frame samples
are shown in Fig. 3. Readers are suggested to refer to [28] for
the detailed definitions of small and large ships in maritime
surveillance images.

Note that the average ship speeds (i.e., the occlusion-
involved ships) in our video clips is approximately 15 knot,
and the ship length in maximum is 200 m. For the purpose of
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FIGURE 3. Image samples for each collected video clip (green rectangle is the target ship and the red is obstacle).

better readability, we map the speeds for the two ships into
30 knot (i.e., the target ship approximately moves at 15 m/s)
and 0 knot (the obstacle ship is in static state) when the ship
occlusion happens, and the supposed moving distance for
the target ship is 400 m (two ship lengths). In that manner,
the target ship will pass the 400 m waterway segment at
15 m/s, and thus the overall time cost is about 27 s. Based on
above analysis, we think the length for each of the collected
video clips can cover ship occlusion procedure (each ship clip
length is over 30 s), which support ship occlusion experiments
implementation in our study.

B. PARAMETER DETERMINATION
We have carefully determined the parameter setups in our
proposed tracker for the purpose of obtaining optimal ship
tracking results. It is found that the ship tracker employs the
target ship context information (i.e., textures, contours from
adjacent pixels) to determine potential ship tracking results
in each frame. The previous studies suggest that the padding
factor Ea (neighboring image area around the target ship),
interpolation factor Fli and spatial bandwidth Sb (proportional
to the target ship size) are very crucial for the ship tracking
performance [22]. To obtain satisfied parameter setups, six
groups of parameter setups were carefully tested, which were
(1) Ea is 1.1, Fli is 6.0×10−4, Sb is 6.0×10−4; (2) Ea is

1.1, Fli is 6.0×10−2, Sb is 6.0×10−4; (3) Ea is 1.1, Fli is
6.0×10−1, Sb is 6.0×10−4; (4) Ea is 5.0, Fli is 6.0×10−4, Sb
is 6.0×10−4; (5) Ea is 5.0, Fli is 6.0×10−4, Sb is 6.0×10−1;
(6) Ea is 5.0, Fli is 6.0×10−1, Sb is 6.0×10−1. The ship track-
ing results with different parameters were shown in Fig. 4,
where the red rectangle is the ground truth ship position and
the yellow rectangle indicates the ship tracking positions by
the proposed framework.

The upmost three subplots in the Fig. 4 have shown that
parameter Fli is quite important for ship tracker performance.
By comparing the Fig. 4(a) to 4(c), we found larger Fli leads
to more deteriorated tracking performance, and the tracker
obvious lost the target ship when the Fli was set to 6.0×10−1

(see the Fig. 4(c)). The main reason is that the Fli is very
sensitive to the visual appearance of the training sample from
neighboring ships, and thus larger Fli provides the ship tracker
with more trivial image information which are considered as
interference. The tracking results in Fig. 4(d) to 4(f) have
shown that inappropriate settings of parameters Ea and Sb can
mislead the ship tracker. Taking the tracking accuracy into
consideration (see the tracking results in Fig. 4(a) to 4(f)),
we set default KCF parameters as follows if no further
specifications stated in our research: Ea is set to 1.1, Fli is
settled to 6.0×10−4, and Sb is fixed as 6.0×10−4. After
carefully checking the ship tracking data distributions, we set
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FIGURE 4. Ship tracking results with different parameter settings at frame #80 from video #1 (red rectangles are ground truth ship positions, and the
yellow ones are the tracking results).

the following parameters for the purpose of identifying ship
position outliers: σ = 39 pixels, τ = 16 pixels, η =33

◦

and
µ =12

◦

. Various setups were tested for the purpose of obtain-
ing optimal parameter settings in the curve fitting model. It is
found that the curve fitting model is very robust, and we
set default curve fitting order into 3 without further speci-
fications. Note that human being involvement is essential for
obtaining the optimal parameter setups in our framework. The
general parameters (e.g., Ea, Fli, Sb, etc.) are determined once
in the proposed ship tracking model, and we do not need to
change the values when the ship tracking challenges are not
significantly different from those of our current videos.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. SHIP TRACKING RESULTS ON VIDEO #1
We have presented ship tracking results with different models
in Fig. 5, where the Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) demonstrated the ship
displacement in the x-axis and y-axis, respectively. Note that
the ground truth, KCF, mean-shift, SAMF and KCFC ship
positions are labeled as blue, green, purple, yellow and red
curves in the Fig. 5. We only analyzed the ship position
variation on the x-axis considering that the y-axis variation
is similar to that of the x-axis. It is found that the KCF mean-
shift and SAMF tracking models lost target ship (i.e., obvious
outlier displacements happened in both x and y directions)
when it was occluded by neighboring ships (approximately
from frame #380 to #850). More specifically, the KCF track-
ing model was very sensitive to the ship’s visual features, and
thus the KCF model tracked the neighboring ship when the
target ship was occluded (i.e., the features of small-size target
ship can be hardly extracted by the KCF tracker).

But, the KCF tracker can re-track the ship when it was not
occluded by the obstacle ship (from frame #850 to the end),
and the main reason is that the KCF tracker retains the initial
ship sample as tracking template for tracker training proce-
dure. It is noted that themean-shift tracker lost target ship, and
fail to re-track the ship when the ship’s visual features were
not obvious observable. More specifically, the two tracking
models determine ship positions by exploring ship visual
features from maritime images (contours, edges, etc.), and
thus ship features under occlusion scenario cannot be easily
learned (i.e., small-size target ship was completely sheltered
by the neighboring large-size ship). The SAMF tracked ship
positions showed similar variation tendency as that of mean-
shift model. After carefully checking the ship tracking results,
we found that both the mean-shift and SAMF models tracked
the same obstacle-ship when the target ship was occluded in
the maritime image sequences.

Indeed, the KCF model learns distinct ship feature maps
from both of the initial ship template and the input ship
training sample, which helps the KCF tracker determine
the most potential ship position in the maritime frame
(i.e., the maximum response between the input ship sample
and the current frame) when the ship re-enters into the camera
coverage area. But, the mean-shift model obtains the ship’s
positions by iteratively learning from the previous ship track-
ing results, and thus a single frame tracking error can severely
degrade ship tracking performance in latter maritime image
sequences. The SAMF model have integrated different hand-
crafted visual ship features into high-level ship descriptor,
which may not be distinguishable when the target ship was
occluded (i.e., the obstacle-ship features may be mistakenly
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FIGURE 5. Ship tracking position distributions on video #1.

FIGURE 6. DTRGT distributions for the three tracking models for video #1.

learned by the SAMF model, and thus deteriorate SAMF
tracker performance).

Our proposed ship tracking framework (i.e., the KCFC
model) have successfully tackled such challenge, and
obtained robust ship tracking results. More specifically,
the ship positions obtained by the KCFC model are very
smooth during the ship tracking procedure (see the red
curve distributions in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b)). Different from
the KCF and mean-shift tracking models, our proposed ship
tracking model employed both ship visual feature explo-
ration and curve fitting logics for obtaining ship positions in
non-occlusion and occlusion image sequences, which inte-
grates ship visual features and temporal-spatial informa-
tion for suppressing ship occlusion anomalies. In that way,
the KCFC obtained ship positions are very smooth indicating
few tracking outliers. More specifically, the ship position
outliers obtained in the ship-occlusion frames have been
successfully removed by our proposed ship tracking model.

To quantitatively demonstrate the performance of different
ship tracking models, we calculated the distance between
the tracking results and the ground truth positions in each
frame (which is abbreviated as DTRGT). Note that the tracker
performance can be reckoned as satisfied when the average
tracking error is less than 20 pixels following the rule in
[4]. It is observed that the DTRGT for the mean-shift model
sharply increased since 400 frames, indicating that the model
failed to track the target ship (see purple curve in Fig. 6). The
DTRGT curve distribution for the SAMFmodel showed simi-
lar tendency with that of the mean-shift model, which showed
an increase tendency approximately from frame # 300
(i.e., the SAMF model showed anomaly tracking perfor-
mance at frame # 300). The DTRGT distribution for the KCF
tracker showed different variation tendency compared to the
three counterparts. More specifically, the KCF model track-
ing error was negligible when the target shipwas not occluded
in the tracking video (i.e., the KCF tracking positions from
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FIGURE 7. Ship tracking results for different trackers on video #1.

TABLE 2. Statistical performance for different ship tracking models on
video #1.

frame #1 to #400 and the frame #900 to #1000 are considered
as very accurate due to the average DTRGT value distribu-
tions error is less than 20 pixels). The KCF tracking error in
the ship occlusion frames fluctuated a lot with the maximal
error reached 110 pixels. The DTRGT of our proposed ship
tracker is quite small during the tracking procedure, which
confirmed that our proposed ship tracker is more robust to
the ship occlusion challenge in video #1.

We employed the RMSE, RMSPE, MAD, and MAPE
indicators to further quantify the performance of the four
ship tracking models. Compared to the other three models,
the results listed in table 2 showed that the KCFC tracked
ship positions are much closer to the ground truth positions
on video #1. More specifically, the RMSE of the mean-
shift tracking model is 41.26 pixels, which is 11.9 times
larger than that of the KCFC, and the mean-shift MAD is
11.7 times larger than that of the KCFC model. The RMSPE
and MAPE values for the mean-shift tracker are both signifi-
cantly larger than those of ourmodel. The SAMF obtained the
largest RMSE, MAD andMAPE (which are 57.01, 13.45 and

28.42), and the RMSPE of the SAMF is the second-largest.
Meanwhile, both of the RMSE and MAD values of the KCF
model are ten-folds higher than that of the proposed KCFC
model, considering that the MAD and RMSE indicators of
the KCFC model are 3.47 and 3.08 pixels, respectively. The
RMSPE and MAPE of the KCF model are 4.82 and 2.83,
respectively, which are approximately two-folds higher than
those of the KCFCmodel. From the perspective of the RMSE,
RMSPE,MAD andMAPE statistics, we can draw the conclu-
sion that our proposed ship tracking model obtained better
performance than the other two models on video #1.

Typical frames of ship tracking results on video #1 are
shown in Fig. 7 for the purpose of visualizing different
trackers’ performance. The symbol TR is the ground truth
position for the target ship, and the rule is applied in the
following sections without further specifications. Note that
we cropped region of interest from the tracking images to
clearly demonstrate the four ship trackers’ performance in
detail, which was applicable to the following sections with-
out further specifications. It is observed that the four ship
trackers accurately obtained ship positions at the beginning
of the tracking procedure (see the tracking results of frame
#40 and #278 in Fig. 7). But, the mean-shift, SAMF and
KCF trackers lost the target ship in the latter two frames
when the ship was sheltered by a neighboring large container
ship (see the tracking results in the frames #655 and #1000).
More specifically, it is observed that the mean-shift model
mistakenly tracked the neighboring container ship when the
target ship was lost. The KCF tracker considered the dredge
ship with similar visual features as that of the target ship
(i.e., the dredge ship obtained the maximal response with the
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FIGURE 8. Ship tracking position distributions on video #2.

tracking template in the KCF model). The SAMF tracked
ship showed size-decreasing tendency in the latter frames
(see the latter three subplots in Fig. 7). The main reason is
that the SAMF model considered the target ship pixels which
were not occluded in the image sequences as the target ship
due to its scale-adaptive feature. The ship tracking results
in four frames in Fig. 7 have shown that our proposed ship
tracking framework successfully tracked ships (and estimated
ship positions) in video #1. Based on the abovementioned
experimental results and analysis, we can conclude that the
proposed KCFC ship tracking model is robust to ship occlu-
sion interference when the target ship is small and sheltered
by a large neighboring ship.

1) SHIP TRACKING RESULTS ON VIDEO #2 AND #3
The proposed ship tracking model was applied on video
#2 and #3 of which ship occlusion challenges are different
from video #1. We do only present ship tracking results and
statistical data variations for the two videos considering page
limitations. The tracked ship positions (obtained by the four
tracking models) and the ground truth data of video #2 and
#3 were shown in Fig. 8 and 9. It is observed that the mean-
shift tracking model lost the target ship approximately at
frame # 270 (see the subplot of Fig. 8(a)), and the subse-
quently obtained ship positions showed obvious anomaly data
variation. After visualizing the ship tracking results, we found
that the mean-shift model wrongly tracked the neighboring
container ship as the target ship (which is similar to video
#1). The y-axis coordinate series of the video #2, tracked
by the mean-shift tracker, varied smoothly due to that the
wrongly tracked ship moved slowly in the y-direction. The
KCF tracking results showed that it failed to track ship when
the target ship was occluded in the image sequences frame
# 300 to # 700 (see the green curves in Fig. 8(a) and 8(b)).
The SAMF tracker showed obvious tracking outlier in x-axis
since frame # 200, and the y-axis tracking error was observed
approximately from frame #260.

The three ship trackers’ performance on the video
#3 showed very similar results as video #2 (see Fig. 9).
More specifically, our proposed ship tracking model has
extracted satisfied ship trajectories compared to ground truth
position data as shown in the red curves in the Fig. 8 and 9,
respectively. When zooming out the details of the ship occlu-
sion positions, we found that, in some cases, the KCFC
obtained ship position curves showed slightly inconsistent
with ground truth (i.e., the ship position variation is smoother
than the ground truth data as shown in subplots inside the
Fig. 9(a) and 9(b), respectively). The main reason is that the
curve fitting module in the proposed ship tracking model
assumed that the ship tracking positions in neighboring
frames are to be in small variations.

The statistical indicator distributions for the two video
clips were shown in the table 3 and 4, respectively, which
indicated that our proposed ship tracker can handle typical
ship occlusion challenges.More specifically, the RMSE value
for the KCFC model is 13.17 (6.87) pixels in video #2 (#3),
which is approximately one-third to that of the KCF model
counterparts for both of video #2 and #3. The RMSE for
the mean-shift model is nine times higher than the KCFC
counterpart in video #2, and approximately twenty times
higher than that of KCFC in video #3. The MAD indicator
for the two videos has shown similar variation as those of
the RMSE indicator. More specifically, the minimal MAD
in video #2 and #3 are 9.55 and 4.50 pixels, respectively,
which were both obtained by the KCFC model. The RMSPE
andMAPE indicators verified that the KCFCmodel obtained
the minimal errors (which are 0.86 and 1.49, respectively)
in comparison with the other two tracking models. Based on
the RMSE, RMSPE, MAD and MAPE distribution analysis
on video #2 and #3, we can conclude that the KCF, mean-
shift and SAMF models may not successfully handle the
ship occlusion difficulties, while the proposed KCFC ship
tracking model demonstrates its efficacy on the tracking
challenges.
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FIGURE 9. Ship tracking position distributions on video #3.

TABLE 3. Statistical performance for different ship tracking models on
video #2.

2) SHIP TRACKING RESULTS ON VIDEO #4
We collected a ship-occlusion video clip under mist weather
condition (i.e. video #4) for the purpose of further ver-
ifying ship tracker robustness. The tracked ship position
distributions and statistic indicators were shown in table
5 and Fig. 10, respectively. Overall, the mean-shift model

TABLE 4. Statistical performance for different ship tracking models on
video #3.

showed obvious tracking performance loss in comparison
with the remaining three trackers (i.e., the SAMF, KCF and
KCFC models) considering that the RMSE, RMSPE, MAD
and MAPE statistics for the mean-shift tracker were sig-
nificantly larger than those of the counterparts. Moreover,
table 5 indicated that the proposed KCFC tracker obtained
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FIGURE 10. Ship tracking position distributions on video #4.

TABLE 5. Statistical performance for different ship tracking models on
video #4.

minimal tracking error as the RMSE, RMSPE, MAD and
MAPE were 1.49, 0.71, 1.26 and 0.44. The ship tracking
positions obtained by the KCFC model (see the red curves in
Fig. 10(a) and (b)) were closer to the ground truth. In light
of above analysis, we consider that our proposed ship tracker
is robust to the typical ship occlusion challenges. We did not
compare our model on the public computer vision datasets
(e.g., VOT) due to that ship occlusion challenge is not easily
observed in such dataset. To rich the diversity of the computer
vision benchmarks, we are willing to share our collected
video clips with interested readers by request.

V. CONCLUSION
Visual ship tracking task provides crucial on-spot kinematic
traffic data which greatly benefits maritime safety and traffic
efficiency in smart ship era. Ship occlusion challenge is con-
sidered as one of the bottlenecks for obtaining high-resolution
maritime traffic awareness data for smart ship due to the com-
plex and unpredictable maritime navigation environment.
To that aim, we proposed a novel framework for robustly
tracking ships under varied ship occlusion scenarios. More
specifically, the framework employed the conventional KCF
method to obtain raw ship positions, and then the ship data
was rectified with curve fitting model. The experiments were
conducted on four typical ship occlusion scenarios. The sta-
tistical indicators have shown that our proposed framework
obtained more satisfied ship tracking performance on the

collected video slips (i.e., the average RMSE, RMSPE, MAD
and MAPE are 6.25 1.43, 4.60 and 1.44).

Though the proposed method achieved satisfied ship
tracking accuracy under typical ship occlusion challenges,
the following research work can be done to potentially
enhance our framework performance. First, the weather con-
ditions in the three collected ship videos were in good state
(e.g., good visibility, windless, etc.). Testing and improv-
ing our model on the videos shot under different maritime
conditions (e.g., extreme weather, lighting variation, heavy
clutter interference, etc.) can provide more holistic perfor-
mance evaluation results. Second, our model worked well
under single ship tracking occlusion challenge, and evaluate
the model performance with multiple ship occlusion tracking
challenge is in need. Third, tracking ship with varied imaging
scale in image sequences can be an interesting exploration
in future. Fourth, we can enrich our maritime video clips
(e.g., enlarging the evaluation video datasets) to further
demonstrate our proposed framework performance. Last but
not least, we have estimated the average ship tracking speeds
on the three trackers, and found that the tracking speed for the
KCF model is higher than those of the other three trackers.
More specifically, the average KCF tracking speed (in terms
of time cost) is approximately two-folds higher than those
of the Meanshift, SAMF and KCFC models. Thus, reducing
the computation complexity is considered as one of potential
work in future.
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